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BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR OF THE BERGMAN KERNEL
FUNCTION ON SOME PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS IN C"

SANGHYUN CHO

Abstract. Let il be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C" with smooth
denning function r and let zo 6 bCl be a point of finite type. We also assume

that the Levi form ddr(z) of bil has (n — 2)-positive eigenvalues at z0 .

Then we get a quantity which bounds from above and below the Bergman kernel
function in a small constant and large constant sense.

1. Introduction

Let Q c C be a bounded domain in C" . A natural operator on Q, is the
orthogonal projection

P : L2(fl) —» H(Q) n L2(ß) = A2(Sl)

where H(£l) denotes the holomorphic functions on ß. There is a correspond-
ing kernel function K(z, z), the Bergman kernel function, given by

Ka(z, z) = sxin{\f(z)\2;f£A2(Q), ||/||i2(il) < 1}.

Since the important paper of Fefferman [11], the singularity of the Bergman
kernel function and the asymptotic behavior of the Bergman metric on strongly
pseudoconvex domains at the boundary are quite well known. For weakly pseu-
doconvex domains, however, much less is known. Herbort [12] obtained esti-
mates of the Bergman kernel function for the pseudoconvex domains of homo-
geneous finite diagonal type in C (see section 1 of [12] for the definition). Also
McNeal [ 1S] obtained lower bounds on the Bergman metric near a point where
a subelliptic estimate of order e holds on (0, l)-forms for the d-Neumann
problem. He used lower bounds of the Bergman kernel function near a point of
finite type. Estimates also have been obtained for some weakly pseudoconvex
domains in C" , but in each case the lower bounds are different from the upper
bounds [1, 8, 9, 10, 16]. In [3], Catlin got a result which completely charac-
terized the boundary behavior of Ka(z, z) for weakly pseudoconvex domains
of finite type in C2. Let Q be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain
in C" with smooth defining function r and let z0 e b£l be a point of finite
type m in the sense of D'Angelo [7]. The purpose of this paper is to charac-
terize the boundary behavior of K(z, z) for z near a point zq £ bil where
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the Levi form of bCl has (n - 2)-positive eigenvalues. Note that the type m
at zo is an even integer in this case. A particular case has been handled by
D'Angelo [6]. He got an exact formula of K(z, z) for the domains defined by

r(z) = |z„|2'» + E?="i1N2-l.
We assume that £*-(z) # 0 for all z in a neighborhood U of zq . After

a linear change of coordinates, we can find coordinate functions zt,..., z„
defined on U such that

(i.i)      Ll = âzT'   Li = dTj+bilk> Ljrm0> b>{Zo) = 0'

j = 2,... , n,

which form a basis of cr(1,0)(17) and satisfy

( 1.2) ddr(z0)(L¡, Lj) = Sij,        2<i,j<n-l,

where 6¡j = 1 if i = j and <$,, = 0 otherwise. For any integers j, k > 0, set

&j>kddr(z) = Ln...LttLn...L„ ddr(z)(Ln,Ln),

0—1) times  (Jfc-1) times

and define

(1.3) C,(z) = max{\&j,kddr(z)\ ;j + k = l}.

We can state the main result as follows.

Theorem 1. Let Í2 be a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain in C and let
zo be a point of finite type m on bil. Also assume that the Levi-form of bSl
has (n — 2)-positive eigenvalues at zq . Then there exist a neighborhood U of
zq and a constant C such that

(1.4) ¿¿C,(z)T|r(z)r-T <Ka(z, z) < C¿C/(z)7>(z)p-7
1=2 1=2

for all z£U, where C¡(z) is defined as in (1.3).

Remark 1.1. Since zq £bCl is a point of finite type m, we have Cm(zo) > 0.
Therefore (1.4) says, in particular, that

Ka(z,z)>c'\r(z)\-»-i

for all z £U, for some d > 0.

Remark 1.2. For pseudoconvex domains QccC" with real analytic smooth
boundaries, Kohn [14] conjectured that Kq(z , z) > c^z)!-*-2-* where e >
0, and k is the number of positive eigenvalues of the Levi form of bSl at
zo G bCl. In [10], Diederich, Herbort, and Ohsawa proved that the Bergman
kernel function satisfies

(1.5) Ka(z, z) > c\r(z)\-k-2-<> [log {J£j\

near z0 G bSi if the Levi-form of biï at z0 has k positive eigenvalues and
Í2 is uniformly extendable in a pseudoconvex way of order N (This means
that there are neighborhoods U, V of z0 £ bSl, Kccl/,so that for each
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z' G V n bCl, there is a pseudoconvex hypersurface that meets bSl only at
z' and escapes from bCl at least of polynomial order N in U. See [10,
Definition 1] for a detailed definition). Here e¿ = 2(n - k - l)/N if k < n - 2
and e„_i =0. If z0 e b£l is a point of finite type, then A/ > m. In [8],
Diederich and Fornaess proved that a pseudoconvex domain with real analytic
boundary is uniformly extendable of some order. Recently, the author showed
the same result in case bSl is pseudoconvex and finite type [5]. The main
theorem completely characterizes the boundary behavior of Kq(z , z) in C, in
case zo G ¿>ß is of finite type and the Levi form has (n-2)-positive eigenvalues,
while (1.5) gives a lower bound of Kq(z , z) in this case.

A key idea to prove Theorem 1 is that the terms mixed with strongly pseudo-
convex directions and weakly pseudoconvex directions can be negligible. This
result will be proved in several propositions in section 2. Then the proof of
Theorem 1 is based on the construction of special polydiscs and weighted Lr-
estimates of Hörmander which Catlin has employed to get a result for Kq(z , z)
in C2.

I would like to thank D.W. Catlin and Alan Noell for several conversations
we had about the material in this paper.

2. Special coordinates and polydiscs

In this section we want to show that about each point z' in U, there is a
polydisc (more precisely, the biholomorphic image of a polydisc) of maximal
size on which the function r(z) changes by no more than some prescribed small
number Ô > 0. First we show how to construct the coordinates about z' which
will be used to define a polydisc.

Let us take the coordinate functions zx,..., z„ about z0 so that ( 1.2) holds.

Therefore |Lir(z)| > c> 0 for all z G U, and ddr(z)(L¡, Lj)2<íj<h-x has
(n - 2)-positive eigenvalues in U where

9
Ll = dTx'  "^

Lj~dZj      \dzx)

_1 dr   d

dzj dzx '
; = 2,... , n.

Set

(2.1)
Wx = Zx +

£[(£)>'>

'v and

Wj = Zj   for j = 2,... , n.

Then L, can be written as

Lj - dWi
,, à
'dWx'

2<j<n,

where b'j(z') = 0. In t»i,..., w„ coordinates, A = (|^-)2<i,><n-i is an

Hermitian matrix and there is a unitary matrix P = (Pijh<i j<n-x such that
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P'AP = D, where D is a diagonal matrix whose entries are positive eigenvalues
of A. Set

zx = Wx,   zn = wn,    and

n-X

zJ = '£fP~kjWk,    for j = 2,... ,n-l.
¿fc=2

Then alfô.(z') = a,<5,., , 2<i,j<n-l, where A, > 0 is an ith entry of

D (we may assume that A,¡ > o 0 in U for all i ). Finally set tu; = Aj'z/,

j = 2,... ,n-l, Wx= zx, w„ = zn. Then

(2-2> lac^-«"   2íi-'s"-1-
Remark 2.1. If we take the above coordinate changes to get (2.2) with z' re-
placed by zo, then this coordinate function satisfies (1.2).

Proposition 2.1. For each positive number e>0, there is a neighborhood U€ of
zo such that

(2.3) \ddr(z)(Li,Lj)\<e

for all z £Ue and 2 < i, j < n - 1, i£j.

Proof. From Remark 2.1, and from the coordinate changes up to (2.2), one has

Lj = ¿ZlZi bjkifc + b'jifc, where tyz0) = 0 and ddr(U, Lj)(z0) = S,j. So
(2.3) holds provided one takes U( sufficiently small.   D

Proposition 2.2. For each z' £ U and positive even integer m, there is a bi-
holomorphism <I>r- : C" —► C", 0>~}(z') = 0, ®~}(z) = (Ci, ••• , in) such
that

/■(<Dr,(C)) = r(z') + Reí,+B¿  £  Re(¿>;>Jt(z'Ki(CÍCa)
a=2j+k<f

j,k>0

(2.4) ,      n-X

+ £ ^„(z'X^ + ^IU2
j+k<m a=2
j,k>0

+^(ic»nci + irftci+|í"IK»|í+1 + \Cn\m+i).
Proof. We may assume that z' = 0 G ¿>ß. Let us take the coordinate functions
wx,... ,w„ about 0 so that (2.2) holds. After a linear change, r(w) can be
written as

n-\

r(w) = Kewx + £  X!  Re [(*?w« + bJw0 w°]
o=2l<7'<T

(2.5)        +E E Re(«?.4«¿w*iflB)+ £ ¿Mt^®*+£Ki2
a=2y+*<f 2<j+k<m a=2

j,k>0

+ cf(\wx\\w\ + \w"\2\w\ + \w"\\w„\1+1 + \w„\m+x),
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where w" = (0, w2,... , w„-x, 0). It is standard to perform the change of
coordinates

^    2 dkr(0) ^  ™    2 dk+xr(0)        k

Zx=Wx+   E   H-ä^W»+E  E   kltoiïwF*"*'
2<k<m n a=2X<k<m "       "

Zj=Wj,        j = 2,... ,n,

which serves to remove the pure terms from (2.5), i.e., it removes wk, w^

terms as well as wkwa, w^Wa terms from the summation in (2.5). We may
also perform a change of coordinates,

^    1 3*+1r(0)   k

to remove terms of the form wJ„wQ from the summation in (2.5), and hence
r(Ç) has the desired expression as in (2.4) in C-coordinates.   D

Remark 2.2. The coordinate changes in the proof of Proposition 2.2 are unique
and hence the map <PZ< is defined uniquely.

Set p(Q = r o <pz,(£), and set

A,(z') = max{|û;>fc(z')| ;j + k = l},       2<l<m,

(2'6)   B,,(z') = max{|i£k(z')| ; j+ k = 1', 2<a<n-l},       2 < /' < y.

For each Ô > 0, we define t(z' ,S) as follows:

(2.7) T(z',<5) = min{(<J/^/(z'))^, (S^/B,,(z'))^ ; 2 < I < m, 2 < I' < m/2}.

Since ^m(zo) > c> 0, it follows that Am(z') > d > 0 for all z' £ U if U is
sufficiently small. This gives the inequality,

(2.8) ôi<T(z',S)<ô±,       z'£U.

The definition of t(z' , S) easily implies that if S' < S", then

(2.9) (S'/S")It(z' , 6") < x(z', S') < (S'/S")ix(z', S").

Now set Tx —â ,T2 = ••■ = Tfi-i =Si, x„ = x(z', ô) = t and define

.2 10Ï          RS(z') = {UC;\Ck\<Xk, k=l,2,... ,«}, and

1  '     ' ßi(2') = {4>r'(i);C€Ärf(z')}.

In the sequal we denote DL any partial derivative operator of the form -fgX» ,

where p + v = I, k = 1,2,... , n .

Proposition 2.3. Let z' £ U. Then the Junction p — ro<pr,(£) satisfies

\P(0-P(0)\<S,   CeRs(z'), and

mD'MOl^Sr-'xp, URs(z'),

for l + if<m, 1 = 0,1, k = 2,... ,n-\.

Proof. The definitions in (2.6) and (2.7) imply that |D¿/>(0)| < Sx~J and

\DkDÍp(0)\ < Six-J m ôx-h-kx. Since \DkD^+lp(0,... , £*, 0,... , C„)| <
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1, for k = 2,... ,n- 1, and \Dm+xp(0, i„)| < 1, we may use (2.4) and
Taylor's expansion theorem to prove (2.11).   D

In order to study how t(z , Ô) depends on z for z G Qs(z'), it is convenient
to introduce an analogous quantity n(z, S) that is defined more intrinsically.
Recall that L„ is given by

d      (dr\~l dr   d

Ln   dzn   \dzx)   dzndz{

For any j, k with j,k>0, define

&jtkddr(z)= L„...L„ Ln...Lnddr(Ln,L„)(z),
s v "■ V '

O'-l) times  (/c-1) times

and define

(2.12) C/(z) = max{|.25)fc0Fr(z)| ;;+* = /},        / = 2,...,m,

(2.13) >/(z,¿) = min{(<í/C/(z))7;/ = 2,... , m}.

Set L'n = (d®z>)-xL„, and define

&i\kddp(Ç)= L'n...L'n tn...tnddp(Q(L'n,tn).

O'-l) times  (*-l) times

Then

(2.14) &j,kddr(<l>2.(0) = ^',kddp(C)

by functoriality. Notice that

(4>:x).Ln = L'„ = A + 6(0 #     and
"in C4l

p,5)   (*;,■).!,=n="p'^w, - im)" p>x%w>
n—X «

= E^äC7'        k = 2,... ,n-\,

where b(Q = - (f^)    (§fc) and P = (Pkj) is a unitary matrix.   Since

f£(C) ^ 0 in 4>J,' (17), we obtain from Leibniz's identity and (2.11) that

(2.16) |D¿Z>^(0)|<¿t-'-V>

for 1 = 0,1, l + if<m-l, k = 2,... ,n-l. Since

oap(L;,rn) = -^+^(¿),

one gets by induction and (2.16) that

^j',kd9P = ——r* + Ej+k-x,
dCndtn
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where

(2.17) |D¿J>te(0)| < <5t-'"V ,       / + ̂  < m - s,

for i' = 0, 1, l<5<w-l,fc = 2,...,n-l. With (2.17) and by induction
one will get

(2.18) \DkDfn^Jtkddp(Qi)\ < Sx-W+QS-i ,

and hence one obtains that

\&j,kddr(z)\<ôx-W),       z£Qs(z'),

by a simple Taylor's theorem argument and (2.14).   Since this means that
Q(z) ~ ^T_/ > z e Qs(z') » l = 2,..., m, one concludes that

(2.19) n(z,S)>x(z',S),

when z £ Qs(z'). In the rest of this section we will show the opposite relation of
(2.19). We first show that the quantities B¡<(z') in (2.6) are less important than

Ai(z') for the definition of t(z' , Ô) in (2.7). Recall that L'n = ¿ + b(Ç)-fc,

where b(Q = -(f£)-1(f£) satisfies (2.16). If one combines (2.4)," (2.16), and
Taylor's theorem, one will get

(2.20) WC)I<¿H
for C 6 Ft - {C; ICI < ¿, |C*I < ̂ *t-i, |W < t} . Define a map A¿ : C" —»
C by

Aá(0 = (¿-1Ci,á-k2,...,¿-*C„-i,T-1Cn) = (Ci,...,C«).
Then

L„ = t(A,).i; = ^- + ¿(AJ1«))*-1! A.,

where we have dropped the tildes in C-variables. With (2.20), one has

(2.21) \b(Ajx(Q)S-xx\<x-i

for C 6 ßr = A,(Pt) = {C; Kil < 1, ICI < 1, ICI < T-i , k = 2,... , n - 1}.
If we set p* ({) = ¿-»((AJ^MC)), then

^,(C)=ReC, + "¿  £  Re[^fc(z')<HT^Í¿£c]

j,it>0

(2-22) „ _*    2z¿
+  ^  «/.»(iV-'t^tó + ElCiP

j+k<m a=2
j,k>0

+tíf (iciiici+¿icñci+in2ici+hici*+1 + icr+1),
for ail C G Qt. From the expression in (2.22), we set

As(Cn,C„)=  E aj,k(z')à-ltj+ktit, and
j+k<m
j,k>0

BSa(Cn,U=   E   ^.»(«O*"****^        a = 2,...,n-l.
j+k<t
j,k>0
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Since the level sets of ^,(0 are pseudoconvex and since L„ = x(A¿),L'„ is a

tangential vector field on the level sets of p\,, we have ddpj,(Q(L, L„) > 0.
By combining (2.21) and (2.22), one can get

(2.23)

ddp>,(Q(Ln ,Ln)=*£k-+<? (b-^L.) + <?(b2-^í-)
2 WC      V dCndCi)      V   dCxdCxJ

d2As ("z±d2B*Jrn,Zn)   \

for all C e ßt where b = S-xxb(Ajx(Q).

Lemma 2.4. |2rf (C, C)l <xh for all a = 2,... , n-l, £ G QT, provided x
is sufficiently small.

Proof. From (2.6) we know that the coefficients of A6 and B6a are bounded

by one. At first, let's show that \d2B6Q(^n, Cn)/dÇ„âZn\ < ^ for x G ßT.
Suppose, on the contrary, that

d2Bs

ace
tro

for some C and* a. Then

d2*f:iCn\a<-m^)\,
dÇnoÇn

provided one takes |C| sufficiently large (say t~* < |CI < t~* ), withappropri-

ate argument. If one combines this fact and (2.23), then ddp%,(Ln, L„) < 0 at
that point provided x is sufficiently small. Since the level sets of p\, are pseu-

doconvex, this contradiction shows that \d2B%(Ç„, ÇJ/ôCdCJ < ^ • This

implies that |P*(C, C)l < t^ because |C| < 1 •   D

Using this lemma, one can show that the coefficients of Ba6  can be made
arbitrarily small provided 5 is sufficiently small.

Lemma 2.5. Let Pk(z, z) = 2^,i+j=k<iijz'z~j be a homogeneous polynomial of

order k in z and z, and suppose that |P*(z, z)| < e for all z on the unit

circle on C1. Then \atj\ < c .

Proof. Pk(z,~z) = 2Zi+j=kaiJe'{'~j)e on tne unit circle in C1. So

a,j\ - |¿ f Pk(z, z-)e'(l-»edd\ < ¿ /* |PU¿0 <

Proposition 2.6. Let P(z, z) = £,+,<„ ûjyZ'z"-' be a polynomial of order n with

\&ij\ < 1 • Suppose \P(z, z)\ < e2 for all \z\ < 1 for some small number e > 0.

Then \a¡j\ < C„ea, where a = ¿.

Proof. Let P = ¿3*=o ?k « where P* is a homogeneous polynomial of order k.

It is clear that |P0| < e2. Since | Y!}=2 P/l ^ e2 on |z| = e, we have |P. (z, z)| <
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1^1 + l^ol + I E"=2 pi\ £ f2 on \z\<£- This implies that \Px(z, z)| < e for all
|z| < 1, and therefore |a,;| < e , /' + j < 1, by Lemma 2.5. Similarly one can

prove that |P2(z, z)| < ei for all |z| < 1 and hence \a¡j\ < ci, i + j<2.

Let k > 2 and suppose by induction that |a,;| < e& for all i + j <k. Then

I ÏÏU+2^1 S <^ on |z| < cvbv, and so

/=o
sw+iPii+iE^S6*^

/=2

on |z| < ei^ . Therefore

l^+il<l^l +
l=k+2

+

k

<=o

< eífío!

on |z| < eV&y- . This implies that \Pk+x\ < c^ <^ = e(^ , for all |z| < 1,

and hence |a,;| < e«1*^ for all i + j < k + 1 by Lemma 2.5. So we get
Proposition 2.6 by induction.   D

If one combines Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.6, then

(2.24) I¿?,*(z')<Ht;+*|<t^

for all 2<a<n-\, 2<j + k<%. So (Sl/Br(z')) » x, V = 2,... , f, if

Ö (and hence x ) is sufficiently small and therefore t(z' , S) = min{(^4^)i ; 2 <

I <m}. Now define

(2.25) T(z', S) = min{/ ; (S/A,(z'))î = *(*', <*)}•

Then there exists j, k with j + k = T(z', S) so that

dj+kp
(2.26) Wj,k(z')\ =

dádC
(0)(j\k\)-i = Sx-j-k.

.-j-k

From (2.17), (2.18), and (2.26), one has

\2}\kddp(0)\*(j\k\)ô

provided S is sufficiently small. Again by Taylor's theorem argument and by

the fact that |C| < t(z' , bS) < ¿>«t(z' , 6) for Ç g Rbs(z'), one has

(2.27) \^[kddp(i;)-^\kddp(0)\ < bUx-i~k,

and hence \&J kddp(Q\ « Sx-J-k for £ e ÄM(z'), if b is sufficiently small.

Therefore (2.27) together (2.13) give us n(z,S) < x(z', S), for Ce ßM(z'),
and hence

(2.28) rj(z,S)<b-ix(z',S),        z£(h(z'),

by (2.9). With (2.19) and (2.28), we have proved the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.7. Let z' and z be any two points with z £Q¿(z'). Then

(2.29) t(z',¿)<,7(z,<5)<t(z',¿).

Corollary 2.8. Suppose that z g Qs(z') . Then

x(z',ô)*x(z,ô).

Proof. By Proposition 2.7, t(z' , 6) « r\(z, 6) « x(z, Ô).

Using the definitions of n(z', S), t(z' , S), T(z', Ö) with Proposition 2.7
and Corollary 2.8, we can show the following semicontinuous result for the
integer T(z ,S) by a method similar to Proposition 1.5 in [3].

Proposition 23. There exists a small constant b > 0 so that if z £ Qm(z'),
then

(2.30) T(z,e)<T(z',ô)

for all e<bS.

3. Estimates of the Bergman kernel function

In this section we prove the main theorem of this article. The following
proposition is the local version of the problem constructing a function with
large Hessian near the boundary. For z near the boundary of ß, we denote
the closest point in ¿>ß to z by n(z). Let us take the vector fields Lx,... ,L„
as in (1.1).

Proposition 3.1. Suppose z' £ UnbCl. Then there exist a small constant a>0
and a smooth Junction gz< >($ on ß that satisfies

(i)   I** ,*(*)| < 1 and g,tâ G C0°°(ß*(z')).
(ii) If —aô < r(z) < ad and if gz< f<j is not plurisubharmonic at z, then

(3.1) T(n(z),aS)<T(z',S).

(iii) If z £ Qas(z'), -ad < r(z) < aS, and if the inequality

(3.2) ddgz,^(L, L)(z) > (x(z',ô))-2\b„\2 + ô-x "¿ \bk\2 + ô-2\bx\2
k=2

fails to hold at z for L = jyj=l bjLj, then

T(n(z),aS)<T(z',ö).

(iv) For all z£ Q¿(z') and all L = £?=. bjLj at z,

(3.3) \ddgz,,s(L, I)| < (x(z',S))-2\bn\2+ô-x j; \bk\2+S-2\bi\2.
fc=2

(v) // 4^ denotes the map associated with z', then

(3.4) \Lygz, yS » tfíOI < caT-a-<5-°'<y-i<a2+-+Q'-')

where a¡ = fi¡ + yf, D" = D? ...D%", and D? = Df'Df .
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Proof. The proof will be similar to that of dimension two case of Proposition 2.1
in [3]. We will sketch the proof briefly here. Set t(z' , à) = x for convenience.
From (2.15), Proposition 2.3, and Lemma 2.4, one has

ddr(Lk, In) = ddp(L'k, t„) = <?(Slx-x), and

ddr(Lk, Zk) - ddp(L'k, tk) = 1 + ¿?(Si ),

for k = 2,... ,n-l. Therefore from Proposition 2.1 and the fact that Lr =
b\L\r, we obtain that if ô is small and A > 1,

(3.5)
A<r13r9r(Z,,L) + (A<r1)2|£'12

n

= Xô-xddr(L„, Ln)\bn\2 + 2A<r1Re£aär(L1, Lf)bxb}
;=i

n-l

+ <?(e)M~x    £    bjbk+kô-xY,ddr(Lk,Lk)\bk\2 + X2ô-2\bxLxr\2
2<j<k<n k=2

n-l

* Xô-xddr(Ln, L„)\b„\2 + AS-1 £ \bk\2 + X2S~2\bx\2 +&(\b„\2).
k=2

Let y/(Q be denned by

^(0=^-2iciI2+5-,Eici2+t-2ici2),
k=2

where *(l) = 1 for t < \ and *(r) = 0 for t > b. Notice that ^(C) = 1 if
C e Qbi(z') for sufficiently small ¿>. Here è > 0 is the small constant as in
Proposition 2.9. Now set ¥(z) = y/((&z.)~x(z)). Then by Proposition 2.3 and
(2.15), one has

n-l

\dd>¥(L, L)| = \ddy,(L', Z)\ < \bx\2S-2 + ô~x Y, \bk\2 + r~2\bn\2,
W „_, k=2

\U¥\ = |LV| < \bx\S-1 + <H £ \bk\ + x-x\b„\.
k=2

Suppose at first that T(z',S) = 2. Then we conclude from (2.25) that

(3.7) ddr(Ln,L„)(z)*öx-2, z £ QM(z').

For A > 1 we have

(3.8)
n

9ö(«Pew"'r)(L, Z) = e^"'r   d&¥(L, I) + AíT1 £ 2Re((L,S')(ZJr))6/¿7
«,;=1

+ XS-Xx¥ddr(L, L) + (XÔ-l)2*¥\Lr\2   .
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Combining (3.5)-(3.8), one will get

(3.9) ddWe»-ïr){L, I) « A ( S-2\bx |2 + S~x £ \bk\2 + x-2\bnA

provided A is sufficiently large and *¥(z) > £.
Let h denote a convex increasing smooth function such that h(t) = 0 for

t < \ and h(t) > 0 for t > \, and set gz.,s(z) = AfTíz)^'lfW). If -aS <

r(z) < aô, one has | < rw~,r(z) < | provided a > 0 is sufficiently small. This

implies that ^V(z) > \ if z g supp £2Í>¿ and -a<$ < r(z) < aô. Therefore
gZ',s(z) is smooth plurisubharmonic with support in Qj(z'). It also satisfies
property (v) in Proposition 3.1 and hence this proves for the case of T(z', S) =
2.

When T(z', Ô) = / > 2, one has \3jtkddr(z')\ « ôx~' for some positive
integers j, k with j + k = /. This implies that at least one of the inequalities

(3.10) |L„(Re Sfj.x,kddr)(z')\ « Ôx~'

and

(3.11) |L„(Im^_,,^är)(z')| «<5t-'

is valid. (When j — 1, we replace -SJ-i,* by J3?x,k-x-) We may assume that

(3.10) is valid. Now set G(z) = Re^_1>fcôâr(z) and suppose that T(z, e<J) =
/, for e still to be chosen. Then by (2.6), (2.7), (2.12), (2.13) with Proposition
2.7 and Corollary 2.8, one has

(3.12) |£J_,,kd2Fr(z)| < C,.x(z) < elôx-'+x,

and by (2.18), one also hasja9G(L„, Z„)| < ax'1'1. Since ddG2^, Z)(z) =
2|It7(z)|2 + 2G(z)ddG(L, L)(z), (3.12) implies that

dr9G2(L„,Z„)(z)>c'<52T-2/,

provided e > 0 is sufficiently small. Also from (2.15), (2.18), and Proposition

2.3, one has |I*G<*)| < ôix-'+x, for / = 2,... , m, k = 2,... , n - 1. The
inequality \ddG2(L¡, Lj)\ < 1 is trivial fox i, j = \,... ,n. Therefore we get

(3.13) ddG2(L,L)(z) > y<J2T-2'|6„|2 - C'X>-2/+2|¿>*|2 - C'|6,|2.

*=2

Set
Gz-,s(z) = V(z)e**"r<z) + <t>(6-2x2l-2G(z)2)

and set gz<,s(z) = h(Gz> ,¿(z)), where <£(r) is a smooth function that satisfies

<t>(t) = t, t < -L, <t>(t) = 0 for / > 1, and (p(t) < \ for all t. If one

combines (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), (3.13), and the fact that <J-2t2/-2G(z)2 < ^,
provided e is sufficiently small, one will get (3.2) and (3.3) and hence gz< j is
plurisubharmonic for those z G Qbs(z') with T(z, ea) = /. Now take e < b.
Then Proposition 2.9 implies that

T(ii(z), e2S) < T(z, eâ) < T(z' ,S) = l

for z G Qas(z'), and |r(z)| < aô, where a < e2. Therefore if T(z, eô) < I
then T(n(z), aô) < I and hence this proves (ii)-(iv). For (i), we divide gz< j
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by some constant. Since gz-,s(z) is a composition of the functions which
satisfy (3.4), it also satisfies (3.4) and this proves (v).   D

Using Proposition 3.1, we can prove the following proposition which says
that there is a bounded plurisubharmonic weight function such that the Hessian
satisfies certain essentially maximal bounds in a thin strip near the boundary of
ß. For e > 0, we let ße = {z ; r(z) < e} and set S(e) = {z:-e< r(z) < e}.

Theorem 3.2. For all small ô > 0, there is a plurisubharmonic Junction X¡ £
C°°(Çls) with the following properties:

(i)  |A¿(z)|<l, zGt/nßa.
(ii) For all L = £"=, bjLj at z£Un S(ô),

ddXs(z)(L, Z) * <T2|¿,|2 + ô~x £ \bk\2 + r-2\b„\2,
fc=2

(iii) If Or' is the map associated with a given z' £ U n S(ô), then for all

Ç£Rs(z') with \p(Q\<ô,

|D°(A¿o<D2.)(í)| < caô-^ô-^+"+a-'h-a"

where a = (ax, ... , a„).

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [3], Catlin used only the properties of
functions in Proposition 3.1 here. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is therefore essen-
tially the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [3], so we omit it.   D

The following theorem was essentially done by Hörmander and Catlin has
modified it in [3].

Theorem 33. Let il be a bounded pseudoconvex domain in C with smooth
boundary. Assume that z' = (z\,... , z'„) is a given point in fl, that xx, ... ,

x„ are given positive numbers, and that there is a Junction <j> £ C3(ß) that
satisfies the following properties:

(i) Wz)|<l, ZGß.
(ii) 4> is plurisubharmonic in ß.

(iii) ß contains the polydisc P = {z ; |z, - z{| < t, , /' = 1,... , n}.

(iv) In ß, <t> satisfies

(3-14) tô^êrWûjzt^M2,    zzB.
tjml OZ'OZJ i=x

(v) If Df denotes any mixed partial derivatives in z, and"z¡ of total order

a,, then Ly*<f> = Z)?' • ■ • ££"</> satisfies

\D°<l>(z)\<Caflx-a>, z£B,   |a|<3.
j=i
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Then Kq(z' , z1), the Bergman kernel function of ß at z', satisfies

(3.15) KQ(z',7)*flx-2
i=l

We now ready to prove Theorem 1. Let z £ U with r(z) = —^ and
7t(z) = z' £ bSl where U is a small neighborhood of zo G ¿>ß and b > 0 is
the number as in Proposition 2.9. Set (¡>'S(Q = A¿o4>Z'(C) • Here <PZ/ is the map
in Proposition 2.2. Then <% will satisfy Theorem 3.3 in Ç-coordinates. So we

will work on ßr< = (<t>;,x)(0). Set f = (-f, 0,... , 0). Then £ = <t>~}(z)
and by (2.11) there is a constant 0 < c < 1 such that the polydisc B = {£ :

|Ci+M/2|<c¿, |C|<c<Ji, ICI <ct(z',<J), k = 2,... ,n- 1} lies in
ß2/ and <t>'s satisfies (3.14) on B. Hence

Ka¡,(c, ô «ô-2ô-i"-2h(z', ô)-2 = <r»T(z', ô)-2

by (3.15). Since the Jacobian of i>z- at C satisfies

|Jc(*«')l = det ¿(f) 1,
Lo-

ttie transformation identity of the Bergman kernel function implies that

KQ(z, z) = |/C(<PZ.)\-2Küil(C, X) « <*-"t(z' , <J)"2.

Since z G ßi(z'), we have t(z' , Ô) « n(z, Ô) by (2.29). So from the definition
of n(z, Ô) in (2.13) and from the fact that |r(z)| « ô, we have

^(z,r5)-2«¿|Q(z)|7|r(z)|-í,

1=2

and hence

Ka(z,z) « |r(z)|-"(i7(z, a))"2 «¿ICKzMtWx)!-"-'
/=2

The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.

Remark 3.1. Theorem 3.2 says that the optimal subelliptic estimates (of order
m) hold near z3 according to the Catlin's theorem in [2]. Also the functions
constructed in Theorem 3.2 will be useful for other purposes. These include
unform extendability in a pseudoconvex way of maximal order m and the
estimates of Bergman kernel function off the diagonal.

Remark 3.2. The optimal estimates for the Carathéodory, Kobayashi, and Berg
man metrics will be obtained in a forthcoming article using the theorems in this
article and [4].
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